In re Bay-Delta:
CEQA Decision Adds Certainty
to Water Planning
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In the mid-twentieth century, California built a hydraulic empire—dams and levees, aqueducts and pumps—all meant to move water from the parts of the state that have it to the parts of the state that need it. At the center of this empire lies the largest estuary on the West Coast. The Bay-Delta forms in the western Central Valley, at a point where the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers come together, and then flows onward to the San Francisco Bay and the Pacific. The Bay-Delta exports almost six million acre-feet of water per year. Those exports provide drinking water to at least two-thirds of California homes and irrigation to more than seven million acres.

Since the Gold Rush, the Bay-Delta has endured much: from the flushing of its tributaries with mud and debris by hydraulic miners to the dredging of waterways and draining of marshes by engineers. But as the decades wore on, as pumping stations pushed water to rich fields and booming cities, and as California grew to become the most populous state in the country, the Bay-
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Two years later, in an effort to repair the damage, the eighteen state and federal agencies that regulate the Bay-Delta formed CALFED—a consortium charged with creating a collaborative thirty-year plan for the troubled estuary. In 2000, CALFED issued that plan: a high-level blueprint for restoring the ecological health of the Bay-Delta and improving its water management. Agricultural interests from the northern Central Valley soon challenged the plan under the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), which provides those who oppose projects for environmental or other reasons with legal means to attack them. The resulting litigation dragged on for eight years...
and culminated in In re Bay-Delta Programmatic Environmental Impact Report Consolidated Proceedings (“Bay-Delta”). The unanimous California Supreme Court decision upheld the CALFED plan and, in doing so, added certainty to California’s increasingly uncertain water planning process.

CEQA requires public agencies to prepare environmental impact reports (“EIRs”) for all projects that could significantly affect the environment. An EIR serves as an “environmental alarm bell” and a “document of accountability.” It must define project purposes and discuss feasible alternative projects that can potentially reduce the environmental impact while achieving most project objectives. CEQA establishes “no categorical legal imperative as to the scope of alternatives to be analyzed in an EIR.” Agencies must rely on the “rule of reason” when determining which alternatives to include. This hazy standard has, over the years, allowed project opponents to attack EIRs for not including the full range of alternatives CEQA requires.

In Bay-Delta, CALFED agencies used an extensive administrative process to determine which alternatives to consider. This process lasted five years and
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included several rounds of public input.26 Through the process, CALFED agencies identified the project’s purpose as: “to develop and implement a long-term comprehensive plan that will restore ecological health and improve water management for beneficial uses of the Bay-Delta system.”27 And the agencies identified four objectives the plan would have to meet to achieve that purpose: restoring the ecosystem, ensuring adequate water supplies, improving water quality, and strengthening levees.28

In 2000, CALFED agencies issued the final project EIR.29 It included four alternatives that varied only in the ways they would have stored and conveyed water.30 Interest groups—including the Regional Council of Rural Counties, the California Farm Bureau Federation, the Central Delta Water Agency, the South Delta Water Agency, and several farmers—challenged the EIR.31 They argued it violated CEQA because it did not include alternatives that would have reduced the amount of water exported from the Bay-Delta.32 CALFED defended that it could not achieve its purpose unless it satisfied all four project purposes and a reduced exports alternative would not satisfy the water supply objective.

The Sacramento Superior Court upheld the EIR. The challengers then appealed to the Third District Court of Appeal, which reversed the trial court and found the EIR invalid. The court explained that CEQA requires agencies to consider all feasible alternatives and an alternative like reduced exports may be feasible even if it “would impede to some degree the attainment of the project objectives.”33

The California Supreme Court—motivated in part, perhaps, by the Third District’s controversial argument that CALFED agencies should not have assumed California must provide water to satisfy the demands of a growing population34—granted review. It reversed the appellate decision and held that CALFED agencies did not err by excluding the reduced exports alternative.35
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The court explained that agencies cannot disregard alternatives merely because those alternatives would not achieve all project objectives.\textsuperscript{36} But agencies can disregard alternatives that would not achieve project purposes.\textsuperscript{37} If a project must satisfy all objectives to achieve its purpose, the court implied, agencies may then disregard alternatives that do not satisfy all project objectives.\textsuperscript{38} To illustrate this logic, the court pointed to earlier cases holding that an oceanfront resort and a waterfront aquarium would not achieve their primary purposes if moved inland and that, as a result, the EIRs for those projects did not need to consider alternative inland locations.\textsuperscript{39}

The court then applied these EIR alternative rules to CALFED. It found CALFED agencies had carefully identified project objectives and, from the start, had said it could not achieve its purpose unless it met all objectives.\textsuperscript{40} CALFED agencies had originally discussed a reduced exports alternative and had submitted that alternative for public comment but had ultimately concluded the alternative would not meet all objectives.\textsuperscript{41} A sizable administrative record provided evidence of the deliberateness with which CALFED agencies had considered and winnowed potential alternatives.\textsuperscript{42} The court concluded CALFED had appropriately applied the rule of reason when it decided not to include the reduced exports alternative in its EIR.

The \textit{Bay-Delta} decision added certainty to the increasingly uncertain process of water planning. Much of this uncertainty has resulted from climate change and ecological problems. California designed its water system around historic hydraulic patterns which, because of climate change, no longer provide a reliable guide to the future.\textsuperscript{43} The Department of Water Resources predicts that in the next century there will be more erratic precipitation patterns and more frequent droughts.\textsuperscript{44} At the same time, the precipitation that does fall will increasingly come in the form of rain rather than snow. The Sierra snowpack acts as a natural reservoir, melting and releasing water at the times of the year when water demand is greatest, and more rainfall will accelerate the release of water into the California water system.\textsuperscript{45} That acceleration could worsen water quality and lead to flooding and other complications.\textsuperscript{46}
Another threat to water supplies comes from mounting ecological problems. Contaminants and overdraft have compromised aquifers, and the Bay-Delta is in such peril that the director of the Department of Water Resources has described it as being “on the brink of collapse.” Native plant and animal species—including some indicator species—face extinction. In 2007, a federal judge in Fresno ordered water managers to cut pumping by as much as a third to protect the delta smelt, an endangered inch-long fish whose condition reflects the overall health of the ecosystem. In 2008, the same judge held that state and federal agencies would have to adjust their Bay-Delta operations to protect the endangered Chinook salmon and wild steelhead trout.

The state has tried to incorporate the uncertainty related to climate change and ecological problems into its planning. But in California, water planning is an intricate process, and an abrupt and unanticipated reduction in water supplies could upend it. The process begins with the California Water Plan—a “strategic plan for managing and developing water resources” that the Department of Water Resources releases every five years. Planners at regional and local levels depend on the California Water Plan when preparing their own plans. The Urban Water Management Planning Act, for instance, requires all but the smallest water districts to prepare Urban Water Management Plans (“UWMPs”). UWMPs must identify and quantify existing
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and planned water sources and describe the reliability of those sources.\textsuperscript{58}

UWMPs, in turn, serve as the basis for water supply assessments and water supply verifications\textsuperscript{59}—documents that local governments must prepare before approving large developments and must demonstrate enough water to serve those developments.\textsuperscript{60}

A sharp and sudden reduction in water supplies could effectively invalidate planning documents that had expected supplies to remain at a particular level. The 2007 delta smelt decision\textsuperscript{61} forced Los Angeles County and an Inland Empire water district to halt certain projects because they could no longer reasonably guarantee water for those projects.\textsuperscript{62} The city of San Diego, meanwhile, put a moratorium on all new large developments.\textsuperscript{63}

Admittedly, CALFED had lost much of its relevance by the time the California Supreme Court decided \textit{Bay-Delta}.\textsuperscript{64} In September 2006, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger issued Executive Order S-17-06.\textsuperscript{65} It established the Delta Vision Blue Ribbon Task Force and assigned the task force much the same role that had previously fallen to CALFED—“develop[ing] a durable vision for sustainable management of the Delta.” In 2008, the task force issued a report\textsuperscript{66} that defined goals for the ecosystem and set forth a plan for achieving them.\textsuperscript{67}

Still, a California Supreme Court holding that CALFED had to consider reduced export alternatives could have had an effect similar to that of the smelt decision. It could have raised doubts about future water supplies and the
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reliability of UWMPs and the California Water Plan. It could have complicated the ability of water providers to contract for suddenly uncertain water supplies.\textsuperscript{68} And, if it allowed the controversial no-growth language from the Third District decision to stand, it could have exposed agencies planning water infrastructure projects to legal challenges if they did not consider alternative no-growth projects.\textsuperscript{69} These legal challenges could have contributed to still greater uncertainty.

It is also possible, though, that \textit{Bay-Delta} did not reduce uncertainty but rather quietly shift it to a new battlefront. The decision was unanimous; not a single justice wrote to warn of the environmental harm that would come. That consensus may be attributable to a paragraph in which the court warned that endangered species laws would ultimately require CALFED agencies to subordinate water exports to “environmental conditions.”\textsuperscript{71} The court explained that the agencies had based their plan “on the theory, as yet unproven,” that they could restore the Bay-Delta while increasing or at least maintaining exports. “If practical experience demonstrates that theory is unsound, Bay-Delta water exports may need to be capped or reduced.”\textsuperscript{72}

The court did not cite to any endangered species cases, but by the time it heard oral arguments in \textit{Bay-Delta}, the Eastern District of California had already issued the delta smelt decision.\textsuperscript{73} That decision had received much media attention.\textsuperscript{74} The justices likely knew of it, and they likely knew their
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decision would shift future litigation from the CEQA arena to the Endangered Species Act. It could be that future litigants will bring more suits under that statute. So while the Bay-Delta decision could add some certainty to the water planning process by shutting off at least one litigation valve, much uncertainty will remain. Californians have long disputed water rights, and in coming years, as demand increases and supply decreases, those disputes will continue. In fact, they may even worsen.75
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